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Canvas scale android

I'm writing an android game using Canvas as the way to draw everything, the problem is that when I run it on different Android phones the canvas doesn't resize that I tried to use canvas.scale() but that doesn't make a difference from i. The code that i use to draw is... public vacuum draw(Canvas c, int score ) { Obstical2[] obstmp =
Queue.toArray(this.o); Coin[] cointmp = QueueC.toArray(.c); by(int i = 0; and &lt; obstmp.length; i++ ) { obstmp[i].draw(c); } for(int i = 0; and &lt; cointmp.length; i++ ) { cointmp[i].draw(c); } c.drawText(String.format(%d, score), 20, 50, textPaint); si(isWon &amp;isStarted ) c.drawText(YOU WON, 20, 400, resPaint); if (isLost &amp;isStarted )
c.drawText(YOU LOST, 20, 400, resPaint); } The above function calls the draw functions for the entity on the screen, the function of the following drawing function for obstical : public vacuum drawing ( Canvas c ) { Log.i(D, CURRENCY); coin.draw(c); } Drawing function for currency : draw of public vacuum ( Canvas c ) { obstical.draw(c); }
The function to create is : protected vacuum onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) { player = new Player(this); //map = new Map(this, ); WindowManager w = this.getWindowManager(); Show d = w.getDefaultDisplay(); float sy = d.getHeight()/800; floating sx = d.getWidth()/480; super.onCreate(savedInstanceState); Intent = getIntent();
String type = try.getStringExtra(CUBEMenuActivity.EXTRA_MESSAGE); Log.i(MENU, type); mSensorManager = (SensorManager) getSystemService(Context.SENSOR_SERVICE); mSensor = mSensorManager.getDefaultSensor(Sensor.TYPE_GRAVITY); mSensor =
mSensorManager.getDefaultSensor(Sensor.TYPE_ACCELEROMETER); Removes the title bar from the window. this.requestWindowFeature(Window.FEATURE_NO_TITLE); Converts windows to fullscreen mode. getWindow().setFlags(WindowManager.LayoutParams.FLAG_FULLSCREEN,
WindowManager.LayoutParams.FLAG_FULLSCREEN); map = new Map ( this, type, sy, sx ); canvasView = new canvasSurfaceView (this, map, player, sx, sy ); setContentView(canvasView); Log.i(C, Canvas Display Set); } I am using a canvasSurfaceView instead of an XML layout, the canvasSurfaceView constructor method is public
CanvasSurfaceView (Context context, Map Map, Player, floating sx, floating sy) { super(context); holder = getHolder(); gestures = new GestureDetector(new GestureListener(this)); this.map = map; this.player = player; this.background = Bitmap.createScaledBitmap(BitmapFactory.decodeResource(getResources(),
R.drawable.background1), 480, 10000, false); this.sx= sx; this.sy=sy; } when the game runs the run() method is repeatedly named this is where the canvas class is initialized public void run() { while(run == true ) { if( !holder.getSurface().isValid() ) ( continue; } Canvas c = holder.lockCanvas(); if( map.isWon || map.isLost ) &amp;& amp;
map.isStarted ) setCompleated(); c.scale(sx, sy); if( == false ) { if( map.map.bottomOfLevel != 800 ) by += player.terminalVelosity / 2; update(); } c.drawBitmap(background, 0, 0, null); map.draw(c, player.score); player.draw(c); holder.unlockCanvasAndPost(c); } How could you make the canvas re-size to it look the same on any screen ?
Greetings Daniel I'll preface this answer by saying you'll have to draw everything to 0.0 and then scale it, and finally translate it to behave properly. Simply do as follows in your onDraw method: canvas.save(); canvas.translate(xValue, yValue); canvas.scale(xScale, yScale) /* draws whatever you want scaled to 0.0*/ canvas.restore();
xScale shrinks or extends in the direction X, yScale shrinks or extends in the direction Y. 1.0 is the default for these, so 2.0 would stretch it by double and 0.5 would reduce it by half. Example: canvas.save(); canvas.translate(50, 50); canvas.scale(0.5f, 0.5f); canvas.drawRect(0.0, 0.0, 5.0, 5.0, painting); canvas.restore(); This will draw a
rectangle with length 5.0, and width 5.0, scale it to 2.5 for length and width, and then move it to (50, 50). The result will be a rectangle drawn as if it were: canvas.drawRect(50.0, 50.0, 52.5, 52.5, paint); I hope this helps! If you like to talk about 360 AnDev, please support the conference via Patreon! When you create a new view to display
complex data, it's easy for the number of display objects you use to get out of control. Between elaborate shapes, shadows, colors and text in specific places and orientations, using only Android Views and Designs can turn your view into a dying and complicated disaster. Fortunately, there is a better way to add all your customizations.
What you need is a blank canvas! (Literally, android.graphics.Canvas). In this session, we will delve into the details of using Android Canvas to show everything you need in a truly personalized way. Introduction My name is Joshua Lamson. I love personalized drawing with the canvas. If you haven't used the outline view developer
feature, I highly recommend it. If you go into Settings &gt; Developer Options, one of the options is to outline each view. You can see all the display objects being drawn on the screen. I'll have days where I have this feature of en. One day I was checking my email, and noticed Gmail, an email is a box, every single word is its own thing.
They're doing it with custom views. Why draw to measure? There are many reasons to use custom drawing in the application. First, we use it to reduce our burden of vision hierarchy. With outline view settings, you can see the number of views drawn on the screen. For e-mail applications, instead of having a view for the user's avatar, one
for the title of emails, one for content, there are often at least eight views by email. Not so many views. Custom drawing makes things easier for custom graphics, such as graphics and graphics. Normally, if you want to roll a custom chart and download a third-party library, the library is massive because it's not just the chart you need;
there are also fifteen other types. The views in the Android framework are designed to work with everything and anything, thing, you can build your ideas with the tools they have built. There are aspects of your tools that you are not using, and you don't need to support it at all. Instead of using its versions, you can use custom drawing to
do exactly what you need. Another big part of the appeal of personalized drawing is this magical quality of truly personalized effects that only your app has. Finally, you can use the code again. When you create a custom view for this e-mail item, you can use it again and again in the app. Where do we start? If you want to start custom
drawing with canvas, you need a blank canvas. All we're going to do today is android.graphics.canvas. This is an interface that Android provides to draw what you want on a bitmap. To draw things on Android, you need four main components – a bitmap to keep pixels on - this is what Android will use to make whatever you want to show
on your screen. A canvas: this is how you take what you want to draw and dictate which pixels you want to be displayed on the bitmap. Commands to draw: You can draw shapes, rectangles, circles, paths for complex shapes, text, you can draw other bitmaps in your bitmap. The possibilities are endless. A paint object to describe how you
want these things to look: For example, a word is a word, but to describe what it looks like you need a typeface, a font size, etc. How do you get a canvas? Since Canvas is a wrapper around a bitmap, you can create a new canvas and give it an explicit bitmap. I found this to be a rare scenario. The only time I've used it is when we were
confronted with a printer and needed to send it a complete bitmap with what we needed. But more often than not, one will be provided by Android by the framework (as long as it is relevant and needs it). Of the many popular options to get a canvas, what we will focus on is view.ondraw. When you replace this method, Android will give you
a Canvas object for this view. You can put what you want. ViewGroup also has an onDraw() method since it is a view, Drawable has its own drawing method(). We will go into detail about excluding this and accessing this method. There are the big three, but there are also additional item decorations, for example, for RecyclerView, when
you make a custom one that you get aDraw() with the canvas for all of RecyclerView. You can draw what you want and it will also give you information about what is currently being displayed and what your RecyclerView contains. How do you get to painting? Once you have your Canvas, in order to dictate how everything will look, you will
need to create your own paint objects. These will not be provided for you – each painting will end up having a color; All this or nothing. You can have more. In most paintings, I put up this anti-alias flag. He makes sure everything he's drawing is soft. Let's say you're drawing a circle. When you draw it, if you don't have that flag, it will be
pixelated around the because we are trying to draw a curve with small boxes. This will depend on what you draw and where you draw it from. It will interpolate these colors so that you get a nice soft curve. In addition, you can give it anything that defines how you want the text to look. For example: typography, text size, or text style. When
we draw shapes, you can give it a behavior of how you want to draw this shape (for example, if you want it to be filled or an outline). You can also give it custom shadows. We have our canvas. We have our paintings. How do we sail? When you have a canvas, the top left will always be (0.0). A canvas has its own coordinate system.
Regardless of where the canvas will be drawn on the screen, when you draw on a canvas, (0.0) is the top left of that canvas, not necessarily where you are on the entire screen; what is providing you with the canvas doesn't matter. This is something the overview hierarchy uses for Android as well. There are other scenarios where (instead
of using a coordinate (X,Y) you will use rotational coordinates mainly when drawing arcs or circles. Zero degrees is at three. Once you declare the number of degrees you want to draw your arc, you must declare a radius from the center to dictate each individual point in that arc. In addition, the arches are always drawn clockwise. Declare
a starting angle, a total number of degrees for drawing the arc, and it will always be drawn clockwise from your starting point. Example: Bar chart Imagine a bar chart. This is a great example because it can fit into any size and reflects different types of data. When in charge of drawing a custom view, decompose the task into discrete
pieces. For a simple bar chat, we have three pieces. First, let's want to draw the dark black line at the bottom and left for our axes. Next, we have 10 guidelines going up (10%, 20%, etc.). Finally, we have our bars, that is, the actual data we are trying to represent. If you're working with a designer, they'll probably have ideas about how to
define dimensions. Let's say we need to draw the graph in many different sizes. When the width changes, we will define how the chart changes by defining some fillers around the chart border and we will also define the spacing between each of the bars. This means that if we change width, the bars will fill the rest of the width after
defining the spacing between them. When you override the view within the constructor, initialize everything you need. Our goal is to keep onDraw() as light as possible because the more you can do up front, the better. mBarPaint = new painting (); mBarPaint.setStyle(Paint.Style.FILL); mBarPaint.setColor(barColor); Let's look at mBarPaint
to draw each individual bar in our chart. This is simple. We want it filled. We don't want a sketch for our bar. We want everything to be filled with color. Then we will set our color color whatever color we want our bars to be. mGridPaint = new painting (); mGridPaint.setStyle(Paint.Style.STROKE); mGridPaint.setColor(gridColor);
mGridPaint.setStrokeWidth(gridThicknessInPx); mGuidelinePaint = new painting (); mGuidelinePaint.setStyle(Paint.Style.STROKE); mGuidelinePaint.setColor(guidelineColor); mGuidelinePaint.setStrokeWidth(GuidelineThicknessInPx); Next, we will define our painting for the grill. We're going to make a new painting. Instead of having it fill
a large area, we want to draw lines, so let's put it in STROKE. We're going to put on a color. Since we put it in STROKE, we need to set the stroke width. When you draw a line, you are not necessarily filling an area, but that line itself may have varying widths. You can make it thick, if you prefer to draw lines instead of rectangles.
mGuidelinePaint = new painting (); mGuidelinePaint.setStyle(Paint.Style.STROKE); mGuidelinePaint.setColor(guidelineColor); mGuidelinePaint.setStrokeWidth(GuidelineThicknessInPx); We will do exactly the same for the guidelines that go up and everything will look the same here with its own thickness and a different color. @Override
protected vacuum onDraw(Canvas canvas) { final height int = getHeight(); end width int = getWidth(); final float gridLeft = mPadding; final float gridBottom = height - mPadding; final flotation gridTop = mPadding; final flotation grid Right = width - mPadding; ... } @Override protected vacuum onDraw(Canvas) { ... // Draws grid lines
canvas.drawLine(gridLeft, gridBottom, gridLeft, gridLeft, mGridPaint); Once we have everything initialized ahead we can replace onDraw(), which is a simple method. We will be given a canvas directly and this is where we will do all our drawing. First, once we start drawing, we need our width and height. Since we broke it earlier because
of how large each individual component is, the space between them, we need to know how much space we have. Next, we want to start building the dimensions of how we want to draw our chart. We're defining some padding on the outside. Display groups have a fill that can be given intrinsically. If you want to support the padding in your
custom view, you should consider it here (unlike margins, which are counted by the larger view group). In this case, we will configure our left, our fill distance from the left side, our bottom will be the total height minus some padding. Remember, our bottom will be larger numbers, our top is zero, our top will have some padding from the top,
and the right one will have our width minus this padding. Now that we have the area we want to draw inside, we can start drawing our individual components. Every time you something on the canvas will be on top of everything you've drawn above. We'll start by drawing the axes. We need a start X value and a start Y value, and a X
&amp; End Y. We want our line to start at the bottom left and go to the top left; this will be the left side of our network. We'll also give him a painting so he knows what the line should look like. We've set it up before because you never want to initialize objects in onDraw(). Next, we will do the same, but we will start from the bottom left.
Then we go to the bottom right. This will be the conclusion of our network. Now we have our axes. Next, we will outtrace our guidelines, which is similar to creating the area we want to draw our network within. @Override protected vacuum onDraw(Canvas canvas) { ... // Floating guide drawing linesLineSpacing = (gridBottom - gridTop) /
10f; floating y; by (int i = 0; and &lt; 10; i++) { y = gridTop + i * guideLineSpacing; canvas.drawLine(gridLeft, y, gridRight, y, mGuidelinePaint); } } } } Here we calculate how we will place these lines. We know we want each line to be in every 10 percent; if we take the total height of our grid (which will be our bottom minus our top) and divide
it by 10 that will be the spacing between each individual line. Now that we know we can start at the top and iterate through, we know we want 10 lines, so let's iterate through that loop 10 times. For our Y position of each guide, let's start at the top which is zero or filling (if we've decided we want this). Then let's add some spacing. For the
first, it will be zero; it will be drawn directly at the top of the grid and then move down to the bottom. After calculating this Y value, we will call drawLine(). We will start on the left with this Y value and then we will go right with the same value Y. This will give us a great horizontal line through the chart. Finally, we give him a painting.
@Override protected vacuum onDraw(Canvas canvas) { ... // Draws fleet bars totalColumnSpacing = spacing * (dataCount + 1); floating columnWidth = (gridRight - gridLeft - totalColumnSpacing) / dataCount; floating columnLeft = gridLeft + spacing; floating column Right = columnLeft + columnWidth; for (percentage of floats : data) { //
Calculate top of column based on percentage. Finally, at the top of our network, we will draw our individual bars. First, let's find out how wide each bar should be. We calculate the total spacing along the graph. We know that each bar will have space on the left and right, so the total spacing will be the number of bars we want to draw more
once our spacing. Now we can get the width of the individual column by taking our right side minus the left side, which is the total width of the area we want to draw the a, subtract the total spacing and then divide it by the number of columns. Now we have the width of each individual column we want to draw. The way we're going to draw
this is that we're going to start with the left far left and then move over and over again (as we did with the guidelines). We know that we will always draw from left to right and we are adjusting the Y. We will always draw a rectangle from bottom to top with a left and a right. We will start our left with the left of the grid plus some space. The
right of this column will be the left plus the column width we expect. Now we can start iterating and drawing each individual bar. I have something called data (a step you'll need to add when you're creating this custom view is any data you're trying to display). I find it useful: instead of trying to make all the data transformations within the
view, everything should be done by the time you draw. Our data is a lot of floats (but if you're not dealing with it, boiling your data down to a simple number that you can do math with is helpful). The variable here for each individual column determines how high it will be. We need to calculate what Y value will be at the top of our bar. We'll
start with the top of the grid because that's the highest it can be. We will add our network height sometimes one minus our percentage. If we're showing 100%, we want the bar to be as high as the whole chart. A minus 100% will be zero – our top will be top of the net. If we want to show an empty bar, our percentage will be zero - the top
of the grid minus the height of the grid, which means our rectangle has no height. Each value is counted in between. We draw the chart bars and our chart is complete. It's important to reiterate: onDraw() will say every frame android has to represent, you need onDraw() to be fast enough for you to do so in this 16 milliseconds that it takes
to calculate a single frame. You want to do as much work ahead as possible. Since we've defined a custom chart, we can start doing some fun things with it. Let's say we want the chart to look empty when you first come into view, and we want to bring those empty bars and then animate them to their end value. We create a
ValueAnimator(), we give it a duration, an interpolator (but you want your animation to be seen). You must add an update listener to the animation. Once we need to animate the data, either when we first receive data or at a button click, we'll tell our animator that we want to encourage from scratch to one and we'll start the animation.
Cheering from a float from zero to a float of one is powerful. For any animation in which you modify some values that you have already determined, if you can dictate your initial state and end state when you have a value of zero you want it to look a way, when when have a value of one, you want it to look like another. Then you end up
multiplying something by that float for each between cases. The last part is this animation update. When we set our update listener, we need to update the fraction by the height that these should be. We'll call the animated fraction, and then you have to call and validate. This is the method that will tell you in your sight, something changed,
I have to be redrawn, otherwise onDraw() will not be called back because it doesn't need to be. If we go back to our onDraw() when we are dictating how high we want our bar to be, now we have another number. Instead of making one minus any percentage height we're trying to draw, we can multiply that percentage by this float going
from zero to one. When animation begins, all of our percentages will now be zero. In the end, we'll multiply by one, so it's the actual data we want to show. View groups are views The next place you can replace aDraw() and start drawing custom things are the view groups. View groups are views. Everything a view can do, a view group
can do. You can also have children. There is an additional step that you need to be able to draw those views though. This is my least favorite method of all time because the name is unnecessarily confusing. You must call setWillNotDraw(false). If it's fake that you don't draw, it means you will. You have to call this to tell any view group
you're canceling, I want to access the canvas, and I'll draw some things on top of it. Similar to the view we have onDraw(). For a group of views, it will be drawn before the children are drawn. Everything you do on the Canvas will happen behind our children. There are other methods that the view group will provide to access this canvas.
One of the most powerful is dispatchDraw(). This method is how a group of views will tell all your children to draw. If you replace this method, you get access to the canvas the same way you will in onDraw() but you can also control when you call super.dispatchDraw() who will tell your view group to tell all children to draw. If you want to
draw underneath, you can draw a lot of things, then call super to draw the kids. After calling super, draw more things in the Canva. In this case you will begin to draw on all children. In the Android API 23 has an additional method onDraw() ; in this case it is onDrawForeground(). This is useful because it is used by display groups that have
additional things to draw on top of children. For example, scroll through the view. When you have the small scrollbar on the left that's where the scrollbar is being drawn. If you are implementing a scroll view or you want an additional user interface based on the status of the view group, you can use it to take advantage of it above all.
Draws the next object we can start drawing with a canvas is in drawers. There are many ways on Android that you can get access to these. For example, you can in your project assets, you can create custom XML drawers and you can access all of them either with R.drawable in code or @drawable/ in XML. You have tried more than
likely with drawers before. The drawable is an abstraction of something that can be drawn. A drawable has its own draw() method, similar to onDraw(), dispatchDraw(), etc. It is a method where you can access a canvas to do what you want with it. Drawable methods A warning with drawers. The draw() method must have limits. When
drawing a drawable on some other canvas, you must have limits to dictate where this drawable will be displayed. If we want to replace a drawing class, there are a couple of methods you'll need to define. setBounds() don't need to be replaced, but it's useful to find out how big the canvas is. Replace getWidth() and getHeight() that you
have from view. You can replace it or onBoundsChange(), to access how large your drawable is and where it is being drawn on some other canvas. You can replace getIntrinsicWidth/Height() these methods to dictate the default size of your drawers. For example, if you make a notification badge for a series of unread messages, you can
dictate how big you want it to be by default. If someone calls setBounds() on your drawable, it will ignore the intrinsic width and boundaries. If they do not, the intrinsic width and height will be the default values. There are also a couple of methods that you have to replace that drawable dictations you have to do. The first two are setAlpha()
and setColorFilter(). These are called by the system and the paintings you initialize in your drawing class. Both methods, you can call directly to your paint objects, so more often than not you can delegate it there. What you draw will reflect the values set here. The following is getOpacity(); this is something the Android system will look to
dictate what visibility it has behind its drawable. You'll end up returning one of those three PixelFormat variables. The first is opaque. This means that you use the entire space of your drawable and nothing is visible behind it. Transparent is the opposite: you don't draw anything and everything is visible behind it. More often you'll probably
become translucent, which is somewhere in between: you're drawing on some of its boundaries, but not necessarily all that. Finally, the most important method, draw() that you should be familiar with. Example: Drawable letter Vemem to extend a drawable. We'll go back to our Gmail example. If you have a profile picture, you can show it
(see slides); if you don't, you can draw one. We're going to define it. Let's take the same steps we've taken with a view. First of all, we want to break it into discrete pieces. We have a circle with a lyric inside it. We want to ask what dimensions are defined, for example, the circle will be somewhat of the size dictated by radius, text text size
and we want the text to focus within that circle. Public LetterDrawable(Context context, String letter) { mLetter = letter; mCirclePaint = new paint (Paint.ANTI_ALIAS_FLAG); mCirclePaint.setColor(iconColor); mLetterPaint = new TextPaint(Paint.ANTI_ALIAS_FLAG); mLetterPaint.setColor(Color.WHITE );
mLetterPaint.setTextSize(letterTextSize); mLetterPaint.setTextAlign(Paint.Align.CENTER); // Text draws from the baselineAdd some top media to center vertically. Text rectMathRect = new Rect(); mLetterPaint.getTextBounds(mLetter, 0, 1, textMathRect); mLetterTop = textMathRect.height() / 2f; } @Override public void draw(@NonNull
Canvas canvas) { canvas.drawCircle(bounds.exactCenterX(), bounds.exactCenterY(), bounds.width() / 2f, mCirclePaint); canvas.drawText(mLetter, bounds.exactCenterX(), mLetterTop + bounds.exactCenterY(), mLetterPaint); Within our builder for our drawable (we have cancelled the drawing class), we need some letter to draw. We'll
save it first. Then let's paint some things, so let's create some paintings. We are not drawing lines and rectangles that have no problem being drawn on a square pixel screen. Instead, we're drawing things with curves, so we'll want to use that anti-alias flag. All our curves will be soft. Also, our circle will have some color. After that, we will
create our painting of letters. We haven't used a text painting yet, most of what can be done with text painting is very similar to a normal painting. We'll put the anti-alias flag back, so everything is drawn normally, and smoothly, we'll put our color blank. The size of the text is exactly what it sounds like. Next, we have the text alignment, for
example, a horizontal alignment (if normal, which will respect your current locale, from left to right or from right to left). We want him focused. This text alignment will affect the coordinates you need to use when dictating where to draw the text. If you use normal coordinates (for example, from left to right), zero will be the left, your X
coordinate will be the left side of the text. But we are using the center for the X coordinates we use to dictate where this text is drawn, which will be the center of the text we are drawing. Text alignment will affect coordinate X, but the Y coordinate for drawing text will always be based on the baseline. To focus our text vertically we will have
to figure out how big our letter is. A text painting has a useful method for this, we have getTextBounds(). Depending on the painting, you will give the chain you care about, an initial and final index for this string and then a new recit. What it will do is based on the size of the text and the attributes set in the text painting, it will tell you the
total space you need to draw this with this painting. We will use this to get the total dimensions of our menu. Then let's create some top padding; More More drawing the baseline at the top so you can't see the text we're going to push a little down, so it will focus vertically. We have defined everything ahead; now, when we override our
draw() method, there aren't too many things to do. First we know we're going to draw a circle. In this case, there is not too much to define. We know we need an X coordinate and our Y coordinate for the center of our circle, and then this third thing is our radius. Since we know we're trying to fit within some boundaries, let's move on and
assume we're fitting into a square area. Our radius will be half our total width. Finally, we'll give him a painting, so he knows what it must look like. After you have drawn this circle, we will go ahead and draw our text. There are a couple of things we need to give: we have to give him the rope we want to draw, we'll give him an X and Y
coordinate and then our painting. We discussed the coordinates. We want to draw, for our X coordinate we want to give you the center of our space (because we have established this central alignment so that this is what dictates where we draw in the direction X). For our Y we will take this top padding which is half the height of our
source and then we will add Y center to it because we are drawing in the baseline. We want the bottom of our text to be half the height of our text below the center. Then we will give you our letter painting so you know what font to use, what text size, etc. This isn't that bad if you're drawing a small piece of text, for example, a label. This
can be confusing when you want to draw large pieces of text. It is possible to draw any text with this tool, but it does not give us the fine-tuned controls of drawing large pieces of text. If we are drawing a paragraph, we have no control over line breaks or ellipsize in the text if it is too long in some area, maximum number of lines, etc. To
solve this problem we have two great tools that we can use, first it is android.text.layout and the second is android.text.spannable. StaticLayout + SpannableString There are two types: a static layout and a dynamic layout. The biggest difference is whether your text will change. If you draw static text that will not change, you want to use
the static layout. If you use text that will constantly change (e.g. in an editing text) you want to use dynamics. SpannableString will allow us to dictate the style of the string itself that you want to draw. Not necessarily how it is drawn in some area, but how each individual letter looks. You can bold it, italic, you can set style, color it, highlight
it, you can make clickable links: it's very powerful. You can use it with text view. It's useful when we draw our own texts, but there are so many apps in SpannableString. Instead control the text itself that we want to draw, StaticLayout would control where all the text is drawn. This will control things like breaking strategies, ellipse, and the
amount of area that to draw the text inside. It also provides a couple of convenience methods such as getTextSize() in the text painting that will give you information about how the text will draw once you pass on a canvas. Do we have a Canvas.drawStaticLayout()? That doesn't exist. Instead, it has its own draw() method. Similar to
drawable instead of replacing it and implementing onDraw() yourself, StaticLayout will do this job for you. It will dictate where the text will draw, how big it should be and it will be drawn on the canvas. Example: Simple email This is my simplified version of Gmail. We define each individual component. We want to draw an icon on the left, a
circle with an individual letter (this was the example above, so we've already made a drawable for it). We know we will have at most one line for the people we are sending the email to and from. We'll have a theme and a preview (and it looks like we're concating them so if the topic is two lines we'll add it there). Then what dimensions are
defined. First, we know that the icon, the circle on our left, will be an ensemble size. There will be some space around it. We know that the list of people will be a single line, and we know that the subject and the preview will be up to two lines. public EmailView(Context context, AttributeSet attrs, int defStyleAttr) { super(context, attrs,
defStyleAttr); initDimens(); // Fill, InitPaints icon size(); // TextPaints, TextPaint } private empty preview inNewEmail(Email email) { mIconDrawable = new LetterDrawable(getContext(), email.getPreviewLetter()); mIconDrawable.setBounds(sPadding, sPadding, sPadding + sIconSize, sPadding + sIconSize); As we have done before in our
builder, we want to initialize all our dimensions, our padding, our icon size (things that dictate how big everything is). Next we want to initialize our paintings. That's all we'll use to draw these things on a canvas. We'll have one for the list of people and another for email preview. Everything else before has been static. We want to get in
front. We'll have to recreate things every time we dye a new email. First, we'll want to create a new drawable, you can also update it so you can use a drawable and validate it and update the letter you're drawing. We will create an icon that can be drawn based on the preview letter we want to use in this circle. We need to set the
boundaries for this to draw the right place on this canvas. The top left will be inserted by our padding and our background and right will be the top left plus the size of the icon. Then we have to create our designs so that once we get to OnDraw(), all the work is done. We will have to define how wide we should draw this text. to calculate
that by taking the total width of our view and subtracting the width of everything to the left: twice the filling and width of the icon (we have the left left of our text), and then from the right side we subtract the filling to the other side. We have the width that our text can fit inside. Then this is a nice convenience method that I found in text
utilities. Let's use this to ellipsize our list of people down to a line. This is comaEllipsize: you give a comma-separated list, a painting, the width you can fit inside. These last two strings dictate how you want to elase it. If you have a giant list and there is more one, it will be more one. You can give it a format by itself – there are more eight
that you can push the eight there. This will give you a string of a line that fits that width. private vacuum aNewEmail(Email) { ... intWidth final text = getWidth() - 2 * sPadding - sIconSize // left content and padding - sPadding; content and padding on the right end CharSequence ellipsizedFrom =
TextUss.commaEllipsize(email.getCommaSeparatedFromList(), sFromPaint, textWidth, +1, +%d); mFromLayout = new StaticLayout(ellipsizedFrom, sFromPaint, textWidth, Layout.Alignment.ALIGN_NORMAL, 1f, 1f, false); ... } Finally, we want to create our static design. There are many things you can give to the static layout. This is the
simplest builder. Let's give you the text itself that we want to draw, that ellipsize from the text we've done before. We'll give him the painting we want to draw with. This will have the text size, text color, etc. We'll give him the width we need to fit in. This is a vertical alignment. These next two numbers will dictate inline spacing. If you want to
draw multiple lines, this will dictate how much space is between each line, one of these numbers is a multiplication (it will take any value and multiply it therefore). The other is the addition, that addition should be zero. Let's take this spacing, multiply by one (don't change it) and add a pixel to it. The latter is if you want to include the font fill.
More often than not you need to worry about it, but when we are drawing the individual letter, this can be helpful. This is our text design to draw lis people. Then we have our preview text. We're going to get the whole rope. We'll take our theme, add the whole body to it, and after that unicode is a long script. Below we will create our
spannablestring with this text. You can configure how you want text to appear: We'll add a range to make the first snippet of this text bold. private vacuum aNewEmail(Email) { ... Preview stringText = email.subject + \u2014 + email.body; SpannableString preview = new SpannableString(previewText); preview.setSpan(new
StyleSpan(Typeface.BOLD), 0, Math.min(previewText.length(), mEmail.subject.length()), Spanned.SPAN_INCLUSIVE_EXCLUSIVE); ... } Let's give you the scope itself that dictates what style we want to apply, let's start and finish indexes. We want to start at the beginning and either the (if there is no one) or the duration of the topic. The
latter integer will dictate how these indices work, whether you want to include your latest indices or not. That gives us our rope. We will do something similar here to build our design. We could use this same constructor before, but this is the new way to do it with Android M and above (6.0). Now there is a nice builder pattern. Let's start and
give you some things we did before, the text we want to draw, a start and end index and paint and then the width we need to fit that text inside. We will establish our alignment of how we want this text to behave within your area, then we will give you some behavior about how we want you to ellipsize – we want you to ellipse at the end,
with the... , we want the width is the amount of area that we will fit inside. Let's give it that width again, and we want to ellipsize after two lines. In earlier versions of the static layout, the ellipsize option does not work. Look below for a link to an example project with all of these and you'll have some code and some examples on how to
handle this ellipse for multiple lines before Android M. Having set everything we care about, let's go ahead and build our static design and set it up. Now, we have everything we need to draw. private vacuum aNewEmail(Email) { ... mPreviewLayout = StaticLayout.Builder.obtain(preview, 0, preview.length(), sPreviewPaint, textWidth)
.setAlignment(Layout.Alignment.ALIGN_NORMAL) .setEllipsize(TextUtils.TruncateAt.END) .setEllipsizedWidth(textWidth) .setMaxLines(2) .build(); } Then we will replace you in the draw again. We have a couple of different things: our drawable, instead of telling the canvas to draw a drawable, the drawable knows how to draw. All we have
to do is give him that canvas. The limits must be set for this to draw in the correct location on this canvas (that's why we did it ahead of time). Next, we need to handle how to draw our design. When we draw individual shapes (e.g. the lines and rectangles we've dealt with before and the circle), we can give you coordinates where you
should draw on the canvas. To draw we give the limits to achieve the same, the text designs do not have this mechanism. You don't have a way of telling the design intrinsically I want you to draw here on any canvas I give you. Instead of giving it a location to draw on the canvas, let's change the canvas itself. A good example to think
about is a 3D printer: you have the printer's head. Instead of moving the output itself, it will move the base below it. First, let's translate our canvas so that the front text will be drawn in the right place. We will translate it with an X and a Y. We know X of the text will be twice the fill plus the size of the icon. The it's just the filling. Once the
canvas is translated, we can give the canvas to the design and suppose the canvas is normal. He'll draw it in (0,0). Instead of (0, 0) being (0, 0), (0, 0) is the (X, Y) we just calculated. After removing the from the disposition, we have not yet translated. @Override protected vacuum onDraw(Canvas canvas) { super.onDraw(canvas);



mIconDrawable.draw(canvas); canvas.save(); canvas.translate(2 * sPadding + sIconSize, sPadding); mFromLayout.draw(canvas); canvas.translate(0, sFromPaint.getTextSize() + 2); mPreviewLayout.draw(canvas); canvas.restore(); Now let's translate some more. We will not move left and right at all, we know that the left alignment will be
the same between these two pieces of text. We're going to change that. Let's take the size of the paint text. It will be the same height. This is getting the same of taking the text boundaries and putting it in this rect and using that height. Then we'll add some space. We can give the canvas to this preview design and it will be drawn. We've
wrapped this canvas, it's not in the state that we have it before. There is a very important step that you can not forget to take. Before and after messing with your canvas, we have two methods: save() and restore(). These are like database transactions. The system will remember the initial state of the canvas when you call save(), and then
when you call restore() it will restore the backup you saved. This will allow us to do what we want on the canvas to draw the text in the right place and then we call restore. Anything else that is drawing on that same canvas, for example, a group of views, will not be translated, can make its own transformations. Transforming the canvas
you must move the canvas so that your static layout draws in the right place. We're just translated, but you can do a whole mess of stuff on that canvas. You are transforming the canvas by performing array calculations. Whatever you can do to an array, you can do it on that canvas (rotate it, translate it, scale it, skew it). It's fun to mess
with a canvas: draw some text there and then get rid of it. You should always transform your canvas again, save() and restore() is the way to do it. save() and restore() returns an integer. Every time you call save() this number will be increased. There is another restore() method that can be given by one of those integers. If I want to
translate it, draw something, rotate it, draw something else, and then skew it and draw something else, I can call save() before each translation and then bounce back to any transformation I want to undo. A little more... Animated This is the example I did before: you are moving the base itself instead of the brush. Find the code here. This
is more animated – that the heart is a complex road object, let's override the touch. Example: Flying Heart we take an X and Y coordinate where to draw this heart and then this manoeuvre is done by a value animator, similar to the way we encouraged these bars. Let's encourage you to From 30 to 30 years old. It's important to break it
into pieces, figure out each individual component you need to draw, and then find out what you need to define, for example, the size of the heart and the way we're going to animate it. public TouchTrackingView(Context context, AttributeSet attrs, int defStyleAttr) { super(context, attrs, defStyleAttr); mPaint = new
Paint(Paint.ANTI_ALIAS_FLAG); mPaint.setStyle(Paint.Style.FILL); mPaint.setColor(heartColor); mHeartPath = HeartPathHelper.getHeartOfSize(Math.round(heartSize)); mRotationAnimator = new ValueAnimator(); mRotationAnimator.setDuration(250); mRotationAnimator.setIntValues(-30, 0, 30);
mRotationAnimator.setRepeatCount(ValueAnimator.INFINITE); mRotationAnimator.setRepeatMode(ValueAnimator.REVERSE); mRotationAnimator.addUpdateListener(this); } @Override public boolean onTouchEvent(MotionEvent event) { final int action = event.getAction(); if (userIsTouchingScreen) { // If a finger is down and/or moving,
update the location mIsFingerDown = true; mFingerX = event.getX(); mFingerY = event.getY(); // If our Animator isn't running, start it. if (mRotationAnimator.isPaused()) { mRotationAnimator.resume(); } // Must call invalidate here invalidate(); } else { // Stop drawing &amp; animation } } @Override protected void onDraw(Canvas canvas) {
super.onDraw(canvas); // If user isn't touching the screen, do nothing. if (!mIsFingerDown) { return; } canvas.save(); canvas.rotate((Integer) mRotationAnimator.getAnimatedValue(), mFingerX, mFingerY); canvas.translate(mFingerX - mHeartSize / 2f, mFingerY - mHeartSize / 2f); canvas.drawPath(mHeartPath , mPaint); canvas.restore();
Look at the whole project, it will give you some tips on how to replace touch, when to start and end your animations, when to call and validate. You want to name it only when you draw new things; For example, when the user doesn't touch the screen nothing is changing, there's no reason to invalidate the view and call the draw again
because you won't draw anything. Flying Heart: Reviewing steps yourself steps here, you'll create everything in front of you. Okay, you're going to do as little as possible. Questions? Dave Smith's talk about mastering the Android touch system gets complicated once you have views and see groups. Measurement, layout, draw, replay by
Huyen Tue Dao also talks about the larger design structure; Instead of cancelling a little view and drawing on the canvas, you can also do powerful things with how your views are set, for example, their position on the screen, relative to other things. For static design and caching I couldn't find a good chat about the designs, but I found this
interesting article about taking a recycling view, drawing it on a custom canvas with this static design, and start saving these static designs in an LRU cache socket. About content This talk was delivered live to the 2017 to 360 AnDev. The video was recorded, produced and transcribed by Realm, and is published here with permission to
congress organizers. Organizers.
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